BACK ALLEY FORD - DRICKAMER - BABYLON

WHO IS FORD - ??? He was just the head of the "SEMINARY!" in Australia until Froom-Anderson sent him to "MANCHESTER, ENGLAND!" to "F. F. BRUCE!" of "THE PLYMOUTH BRETHREN!" to learn how to "OUT-ARGUE!" BRINSMHEAD of the Australian "AWAKENING!"

(GERMAN-JEW) "HEPPENSTALL!" called "FORD!" to CALIFORNIA - turned over two Churches to him until "WILSON!" engineered "GLACIER VIEW!" and the "1,000-page FORD BOOK!" and the OPEN REBELLION between FORD and everyone else including HEPP so that FORD and BRINSMHEAD hit it off together with about 100 to 150 ADVENTIST MINISTERS SIDED WITH FORD after the SPECTACLE WILSON MADE OF HIMSELF AT "GLACIER VIEW!"

We are cutting this VERY SHORT for we want you to know "WHAT IS BABYLON-???" We can do no better and FORD HAD NEVER DONE ANY BETTER than "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED!"


(DESMOND FORD - ROMANS 5:6-10.)

(DESMOND FORD): "Since today I stand SAVED (MY EMPHASIS ADDED - DO NOT QUOTE US - QUOTE HIM, you have the ADDRESS!) "Since today I stand SAVED...from the WRATH of God...You were SAVED before you were BORN. You were REDEEMED before you drew your first BREATH and opened your EYES. "While we were ENEMIES we were RECONCILED."..."RECEIVE IT, BELIEVE IT, LAY HOLD OF IT!" EVERY PERSON, EVERY SON AND DAUGHTER OF ADAM has been SAVED. But they don't all KNOW it, and they haven't all ACCEPTED it. It's been done, you were RECONCILED.

"REMEMBER, the Israelites were SAVED by the BLOOD, not
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when they got to CANAAN, but while they were still in EGYPT. That's when the BLOOD saved them, while they were still in the land of BONDAGE.

"And while we were yet SINNERS in our EGYPT, Christ died for us. While we didn't KNOW him, he RECONCILED us to God... You don't ever go to a person and say, "LOOK, if you do this and you do that, and you REPENT and say your PRAYERS and read your BIBLE, God will be RECONCILED to you. NO, NO, NO. That's not the GOSPEL!"

"You go up to them and say, "LOOK, God's ALREADY RECONCILED TO YOU. Why don't you become RECONCILED to HIM? Why not ACCEPT that RECONCILIATION?" That's what we're to tell them. God's already RECONCILED!

"You see, it's only in the CHRISTIAN religion where you have God accepting people just as they ARE. All other religions say, "CLEAN UP YOUR ACT and THEN come to God!"

"How do people clean up their ACT?? We need GOD to clean up our ACT! It's IMPOSSIBLE without GOD!

"So, you must come to Christ JUST AS YOU ARE. The thing that impels us to do that is the awareness that the door's open. THE ONLY THING that SEPARATES us from God is NOT OUR SINS, but our UNBELIEF. That's the ONLY BARRIER. NOT OUR SINS, our UNBELIEF!"

"DEAR FRIENDS, you're NOT-SAVED-BY-GOOD-WORKS and you're NOT-LOST-BY-BAD-WORKS!" BLAH - BLAH - BLAH - BLAH! p.3-4. (And more BLAH!) ITEM #1.

BACK-ALLEY FORD-DRICKAMER-BABYLON

WHO IS DRICKAMER-?? He was just the one "THE CHRISTIAN NEWS!" CHOSE year after year to be their "CHIEF PSYCHOLOGIST!" to REPLY to any QUESTION to uphold "EVANGELICAL BABYLON!" and how would he ANSWER the QUESTION between "GOSPEL-FAITH-WORKS-??" STRAIGHT from the HORSE'S MOUTH:

DRICKAMER:
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"The main doctrines of the Bible are the "LAW!" and the "GOSPEL!". The LAW CONDEMNS...The GOSPEL is the GOOD NEWS. (I did not know that "HELL!" was very "GOOD NEWS!" HH.) ...the GOOD NEWS...HE-KEPT-THE-LAW-FOR-US-IN-OUR-PLACE."...there is NO SALVATION but ONLY "DAMNATION" in our WORKS (LAW) ...Jesus Christ...died for our SINS in our place...it depends NOT on us - but on Christ...The main point is not SIN - but "FORGIVENESS." The main point is not OUR "WORKS!" but Jesus' "WORKS!" The main point is not "SINAI" but "CALVARY!" The main point is NOT the "COMMANDMENTS!" but the "CREED!" The main point is NOT "DO AND DON'T!" but "DONE!"

(MORE DRICKAMER!) "The question pops up again and again. What about people who NEVER HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR THE GOSPEL? Must they be LOST - DAMNED-??? (Go to HELL?? HH.) Is there NO POSSIBILITY for them to be SAVED?"

(HIS REPLY:) He does not WANT to reply. The LAST THING he wants is to REPLY! He would like to get OUT of it WITHOUT-A-REPLY! Better say NOTHING! But he tells what he thinks is the TRUTH - from a MIND that is LOCKED - that has taken OATH that he would NEVER - NEVER - NEVER ever ADMIT that ANYONE could be SAVED by their PERFORMANCE - WORKS - OBEDIENCE - DECENCY - HONOR - MERCY - RIGHTEOUSNESS - MORALITY - JUSTICE - BEHAVIORISM - be a "LAW!" unto themselves. COULD THERE BE NO ONE THERE WHO ASKS: "WHAT ARE THESE WOUNDS IN THINE HANDS?" ZECHARIAH 13:6.

SAVED! BUT NEVER HEARD OF JESUS! These are CHRIS-TIANS-??? THAT GO BY "THE BIBLE-???" But do not know what "THE BIBLE!" SAYS-??? Would rather see people LOST! Than give up their TRADITION!

FLYING SAUCERS

When "FLYING SAUCERS!" were all the RAGE - I got everything I could lay my hands on in "FLYING SAUCERS" One "SCRIBE!" built a "SPECIAL RADIO!" to tune into "MESSAGES FROM OUTER SPACE!" He was so "ACCURATE! TECHNICAL!" He would put down TIME-DAY-HOUR-MINUTE-SECOND! - MESSAGE RECEIVED! I examined DOZENS of them and noticed a PATTERN - I believe he was IN TUNE DIRECT WITH THE DEVIL!
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The "MESSAGES!" had TRUTH after TRUTH after TRUTH! MANKIND is HEADING for DESTRUCTION! They must REPENT and STOP all NUCLEAR TESTING! And on and on! But ERROR can not get off the GROUND unless it TWINES itself around the TRUNK OF TRUTH! So each "MESSAGE FROM OUTER SPACE!" had ONE MAJOR ERROR!

GIVE A WOLF TOO MUCH POISON and he will VOMIT IT UP! He will get DEADLY SICK but he will LIVE! Give the WOLF only ½ or ¼ as much and he is liable to HOLD IT DOWN and KILL-HIM-JUST-THE-SAME! So in these "MESSAGES!" SATAN DOES NOT CARE HOW MUCH TRUTH YOU BELIEVE! as long as you take ONE MAJOR ERROR! It will KILL YOU JUST THE SAME!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 9, 1995

"1994 CHRISTIAN WOMAN OF THE YEAR!" - GLORIA COPELAND - they hold MEETINGS that would RIVAL "BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM!" GLORIA COPELAND is FEATURED on the FRONT PAGE of their "VICTORY!" Magazine Vol. 23. No. 7. JULY 1995. On p.5. (KENNETH COPELAND WRITES:) "We must rid ourselves of "RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS!" that cause us to take OFFENSE at the idea that ordinary believers like ourselves can operate in the ANOINTING of Almighty God!" ...your dogged determination to CORRECT ONE ANOTHER! (This is what the Lord told him! THAT-ONE-FATAL-ERROR!) It's time for us to CHANGE THAT. We must STOP THE STRIFE, STOP THE CRITICISM, and STOP TAKING OFFENSE at one another - and we must do it "NOW!"...So let's rise up in UNITY and show the WORLD!" p.5.

I had no idea that CHRISTIANS would "SHOW THE WORLD!" a UNITED "ONE WORLD CHURCH!" I thought the "DEVIL'S TRAIN!" of EW 88, 263 - would "SHOW THE WORLD!" FROOM/ANDERSON SANG THAT SONG. "DO NOT CRITICIZE! "NO MATTER HOW DECEPTIVE THEY MAY BE!" FORD HAD "LOVE UNLIMITED!" Now it is "UNCONDITIONAL!"

REX HUMBARD who SKYROCKETED to FAME quicker than any LEADER IN HISTORY! THEY FEATURED HIM IN A DOCUMENTARY ON CBC RADIO - asking him his "SECRET!" Three or four times he said: "I NEVER DEPIAL WITH ISSUES!" His CHOIR (CHORUS) GIRLS could dress like a CHRISTMASS TREE! Dresses up to THERE! HE "NEVER DEALS WITH ISSUES!" ANYTHING GOES!
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JOHN GROSBOLL (MOUTHPIECE!) for STANDISH CONSORTIUM and the ADVENTIST CHURCH hit one MAGAZINE from start to finish - "DO NOT GOSSIP!" ANYTHING GOES! Just have "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" That is what God wants! NUMBERS! "QUANTITY!" not "QUALITY!"

I THOUGHT "LIGHT!" and "DARKNESS!" cannot "HARMONIZE!" 1884 GC 101. GC 126. I THOUGHT (LUTHER SAID:) "MOSES... ELIJAH...ISAIAH...EZEKIEL...was "ALONE!" GC 142. D'Aubigne B. 6, ch. 9. "GOD NEVER selected as a PROPHET either the HIGH-PIESTS or any other "GREAT PERSONAGE!"...once even the SHEPHERD AMOS! In every age, the SAINTS have had to REPROVE - REPROVE - REPROVE -!!!" GC 142-3.

THE VERY THING: (1) FORD. (2) DRICKAMER. (3) FROOM. (4) COPELAND. (5) HUMBARD. (6) GROSBOLL. (7) FOLKENBERG. (8) JOHNSON and other BUMS - "DISCOURAGE!" "REPROVE the GREAT, KINGS, PRINCES, PRIESTS, and WISE MEN - at the PERIL-OF-THEIR-LIVES!" GC 143.

NO ONE WILL BE "SEALED!" EXCEPT THEY:
"MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE: Those who receive the PURE MARK OF TRUTH, wrought in them by the POWER of the HOLY GHOST, represented by a "MARK!" by the man in LINEN, are those "that SIGH and CRY for ALL the "ABOMINATIONS!" that be done "IN-THE-CHURCH!" T3:267. EZEKIEL 9. RH 2:49.

PAY ATTENTION TO EVERY WORD!
(1) It is NOT those who go off HALF-COCKED who often do not know what they are TALKING ABOUT and give us a BAD NAME! SENT IN BY SATAN THE DEVIL-!!!
(2) It is INDITED by "THE HOLY GHOST!" who will "GUIDE US INTO ALL TRUTH!" So it CANNOT BE SHRUGGED OFF by calling it "GOSSIP!" It is NOT "GOSSIP!" if it is "TRUTH!" MAKE SURE!
(3) And do not MUMBLE under your breath but CRY ALOUD!!
(4) And do not HARP on ONE THEME - go CRAZY on ONE POINT - "MONOMANIAISM!"
(5) But "SHOW THEM ALL" their "ABOMINATIONS!"
(6) Do not go around pulling FEATHERS out of HATS! Do not TOUCH them, THAT IS ROMANISM! We are to "EDUCATE! EDUCATE!" - let them pull their OWN "FEATHERS!"
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 24, 1995

Not many will like our REVIEW of this SECTION. But it is the MOST IMPORTANT CONCLUSION there could be. FEW will read it through to the END. FEW will WANT the END! It is not nice to be told all your "RELIGION!" is for the BIRDS! ELLEN WHITE (THE LORD!) DREW THE CONTRAST BETWEEN:

PHARISEE and PUBLICAN

THE PHARISEE was so PROUD that he belonged to the BIG CHURCH. To the PHARISEE - BIGNESS was ALL IMPORTANT. Right there he made a FATAL BLUNDER. Did not the SCRIPTURES say it will be as it was "IN THE DAYS OF NOAH!!!???
Am I going to have to FIGHT with you if I say "ONE MAN" out of the WHOLE WORLD! NOAH and his IMMEDIATE FAMILY! Lot did not do THAT WELL! So just where do THE CHURCH LEADERS like HAMMILL - get their BIG MAJORITY FROM - ???. You are NOT going to enjoy the TRUTHS in this paper TODAY - unless you LOOK UP THE REFERENCES that I do not QUOTE. Like this one - THESE MEN WERE "ALONE!" 1884 GC 214. GC 142. WAS THAT A SIN - ???. HAMMILL and FROOM and ROY A. ANDERSON would call that "AN UNFORGIVABLE SIN!"

FACTS:

But in the line of "FACTS!" the ADVENTIST CHURCH KICKED OUT SO MANY - more than any other Church in history - over TWO MILLION under the FIGHGUR-PIERSON-WILSON ADMINISTRATIONS (BY THEIR OWN FIGURES!) that MOST ALL BIG CITIES there are more "EX-MEMBERS" THAN "MEMBERS!" If you want to belong to the MAJORITY JOIN THE OUTCASTS! But THAT would be UNTHINKABLE - WOULDN'T IT-???. JUST LIKE WHEN CHRIST COMMENDED THAT HATED "SAMARITANS!" or the "PUBLICAN!" or the "HARLOTS!" go into the KINGDOM "BEFORE YOU!" WHAT A RAY OF HOPE-!!! (But NOT for the "PHARISEE!"

"We must learn to stand ALONE...The SOONER we learn this - the BETTER!" EW 105. (OH! MY! WHAT HERESY!) (Just too bad we can find 100 MORE!)

TWO WORSHIPPERS

THE PARABLE of the "I AM SAVED!" PHARISEE and the PUBLICAN is a CONTRAST between the ONE who had to have a BIG MULTITUDE -
But what did that help if he went down to his house "DESTINE TUTE!" And the PUBLICAN who did NOT set himself forth as anything but RECOGNIZED-HIS-NEED and was "JUSTIFIED!" GOD could WORK with such MATERIAL. COL 150-1,158,161-3.

WE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE AWED - WHEN FOLKENBERG/JOHNSON

ASSURE us and DOUBLE ASSURE us that we are "SAVED!" and it is a "SIN!" NOT-TO-BELIEVE-THAT-!!! But that does not sound so WONDERFUL when ALL "BABYLON!" TEACHES THAT-!!! IS "BABYLON!" ALL OF A SUDDEN - RIGHT-??? WE DARE NOT BELIEVE "BABYLON!" IS WRONG-?? THIS IS "LIGHT FROM HEAVEN-??" OR IS THAT THE DARKNESS OF "HELL-??"

ISN'T IT TOO BAD THE BIBLE AND TESTIMONIES AGREE-!!!

THE BIBLE: "Flee out of the midst of BABYLON and deliver every man his Soul!" JER. 51:6.

THE TESTIMONIES: "But many are crying, "PEACE and SAFETY!" while SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming upon "THEM!" T8:250. "MEN in RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS, will be putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER BUILDING...and which will decide THEM to be UNFIT to enter the MANSIONS ABOVE!" TM 446-7.

ΨΨΨΨΨ

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JULY 27, 1995

"I AM SAVED!" WRESTS the "JUDGMENT!" out of the hand of God. MAN is his own "JUDGE!" listed in the "SPIRITUALISM!" chapter. Of all "SINS!" the most "HOPELESS!" the most "IN-CURABLE!" Yet to find SOMEONE that will WITNESS-AGAINST- IT is like looking for a NEEDLE in a HAYSTACK! HUNDREDS - THOUSANDS - have read COL 154-5. But as soon as they let it be known that they believe this to be "TRUTH!" they have their face SLAPPED from every side so they crawl in their SHELL - AFRAID to venture forth again. But they FORGOT ONE THING - the Lord's PROMISE - He will NOT be trifled with and will "CHOOSE-THEIR-DELUSIONS!" What a sorry MESS! They will even END UP being the CHIEF ADVOCATE of the ERROR-!!! They become "SLY AS THE DEVIL-!!!" They even make the ERROR as ATTRACTIVE as POSSIBLE! And the THOUGHTLESS-LIKE-IT-!!! It is called "PLEASING FABLES!" They do not know it but it is "ILlicit LOVE! FORNICATION!" Takes a lot of "COVERING UP!" Even a "LIFETIME!" "NEVER ENDING-!!!
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AT FIRST they had a GLIMMERING of LIGHT, but did you read if they SEAR their CONSCIENCE they will go into DARKNESS! CORRESPONDING TO THE LIGHT THAT THEY REJECT! TM 163,272-3. GC 378-383. T2:262-7. This is ONE PLACE you will get MUCH MORE if you look up THESE REFERENCES! For this is YOUR LIFE! Which you will NOT LEARN from ANY CHURCH!!! "But now TIME is almost finished, and what we have been YEARS LEARNING, they will have to learn IN A FEW MONTHS. They will also have much to UNLEARN! and much to LEARN AGAIN!!" EW 67. T6:133. THANK GOD YOU CAN DO IT - !!!

§ § § § §

!!! - NOTICE - !!!

If you see a picture in a NEWSPAPER - RELIGIOUS PUBLICATION - MAGAZINE - that you think we could use - SEND IT IN! SEND US THE ORIGINAL! If you want it back - we can copy and send it back. If it is in a BOOK or LIBRARY - they have a XEROX MACHINE and they can COPY. In such case - give PUBLICATION - DATE - AND ADDRESS. You might find something in FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS. It is not the PRINTING WE WANT - we want the PICTURE. THANK YOU IN ADVANCE. EVERY BIT HELPS. We have a hard time to find suitable DRAWINGS. NOT COLORED. Something that will XEROX. If you XEROX - do so in DIFFERENT SHADES so we can pick out the suitable one. We usually make SIX COPIES. PERHAPS A PICTURE FROM ANOTHER COUNTRY. ANY SIZE.
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